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Abstract This paper presents the process of translating formal theory and methods
to efficient algorithms in the context of human-inspired control of bipedal robots,
with the end result being experimentally realized robust and efficient robotic walk-
ing with AMBER. We begin by considering human walking data and find outputs
(or virtual constraints) that, when calculated from the human data, are described by
simple functions of time (termed canonical walking functions). Formally, we con-
struct a torque controller, through model inversion, that drives the outputs of the
robot to the outputs of the human as represented by the canonical walking function;
while these functions fit the human data well, they do not apriori guarantee robotic
walking (due to do the physical differences between humans and robots). An opti-
mization problem is presented that determines the best fit of the canonical walking
function to the human data, while guaranteeing walking for a specific bipedal robot;
in addition, constraints can be added that guarantee physically realizable walking.
We consider a physical bipedal robot AMBER and define a simple voltage based
control law—utilizing only the human outputs and canonical walking function with
parameters obtained from the optimization—for which we obtain walking in simu-
lation. Since this controller does not require model inversion, it can be implemented
efficiently in software. Moreover, applying this methodology to AMBER experi-
mentally results in robust and efficient “human-like” robotic walking.

1 INTRODUCTION

Humans intrinsically display the following five major characteristics during walk-
ing: efficiency, naturalism, stability, simplicity, and versatility. Though human walk-
ing is a result of complex neuro-muscular interactions, it seems that the aforemen-
tioned high-dimensional behavior can be characterized by low-dimensional repre-
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sentation; for example, flat ground human walking behavior appears to be controlled
by central pattern generators in spinal cord [11, 16]. This special property motivates
the construction of a human-inspired controller for bipeds, which can help robots
achieve human-like walking and thus paving way for the transition of bipeds from
research labs to real environments. The philosophy behind our work is “simplicity
implies robustness”. So the main objective of this paper is to develop a framework
which can seamlessly integrate human walking data to design control algorithms
which are simple, computationally tractable and easily realizable in physical robots.

Numerous approaches which aim to find the underlying “simplicity” in bipedal
walking have been explored. Some of the first fundamental work in this area was
by Marc Raibert, with the idea of achieving locomotion through the use of inverted
pendulum models to create single-legged hoppers [20], and Tad Mcgeer who intro-
duced the concept of passive walking [14] (which has also been realized on robots
with efficient actuation [7]). Passive walking lead to the notion of controlled sym-
metries which allows for low energy walking [21], and the Spring Loaded Inverted
Pendulum (SLIP) models [10, 19] for running robots. Walking has also been looked
as a learning process [15] where the learning algorithm determines an optimal con-
trol policy by going through a collection of training sets. This method inherently re-
quires several successful walking trials or good training examples in order to learn
walking. In addition to these approaches, several methods have been proposed to
directly bridge the gap between biomechanics and control theory by looking at hu-
man walking data to build models for bipedal robotic walking (see [8, 22] to name
a few). Finally, combining many of the above approaches, significant strides have
been made in underactuated bipedal walking (without feet) by using the idea of vir-
tual constraints and hybrid zero dynamics (HZD) [23, 13], which resulted in amaz-
ingly robust walking even on rough terrain. HZD’s has indeed represented bipedal
walking in a very elegant fashion, but implementing a HZD controller on a biped
involves the determination of the parameters of the robot through identification ex-
periments [17] which are not only very exhaustive and time consuming but are also
not scalable to changes in hardware or robot structure.

This paper attempts to overcome the limitations posed by a HZD controller by
using outputs and canonical walking functions which intrinsically capture the major
characteristics of human walking behavior; this human-inspired control approach
thus aims to further bridge the gap between robotics and control by using human
walking data to formally design controllers (as first discussed in [3]). Specifically, by
considering human walking data obtained through motion capture of subjects walk-
ing on flat ground, we find that certain outputs (or virtual constraints) of the human
as calculated from this data can be represented by a special class of functions, termed
canonical walking functions, characterized as time response of a linear spring-mass-
damper system. Thus, humans appear to act like linear spring-mass-damper systems
when walking on flat ground. By forming an optimization algorithm, where the cost
is the least squares fit of the canonical walking functions to the human walking data,
we obtain parameters for a human-inspired controller that provably results in stable
underactuated robotic walking that is as close as possible to human walking. The
goal of this paper is to translate these formal methods in human-inspired control
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to efficient algorithms which are experimentally realizable on a physical robot; and
specifically AMBER, a 2D underactuated bipedal robot (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: The bipedal robot AMBER (a) and the angle convention used (b).

The main idea behind algorithmically implementing the formal ideas underlying
the human-inspired control approach to bipedal robotic walking is that the inher-
ent robustness present in the human-outputs that are chosen can be utilized to create
simple and efficient feedback control strategies. Using the parameters of outputs ob-
tained from the formal optimization problem that provably results in stable robotic
walking, we define a simple voltage-based proportional (P) feedback control law
on the human-inspired outputs (similar ideas have been explored for robotic ma-
nipulators [6, 12]). Since the actuators of AMBER are powered by DC motors, this
naturally lends itself to simple implementation on the physical robot. The end result
is that the voltage applied to the motors is directly proportional to the error between
the desired and actual outputs of the robot, as represented by the canonical walking
functions. The algorithmic implementation of this controller is, therefore, very effi-
cient requiring less than 100 lines of pseudo-code. Therefore, the authors conclude
that this simplistic algorithm becomes the foundation for this walking robot.

Implementing the algorithms developed on AMBER experimentally results in
bipedal robotic walking that is efficient, robust and “human-like.” We argue that
this is a direct result of the combination of formal methods with simple realiza-
tion through the proportional voltage control on outputs that are directly inspired by
human walking. In particular, we find good agreement between the simulation and
experimental data. This indicates a direct connection between the formal methods
and implementation. The experimental output data of the robot can also be related
back to the human output data from which the controller was derived, for which
there is a strong similarity showing that “human-like” walking is achieved. In ad-
dition the robot exhibits robustness in walking even under the influence of a wide
variety of disturbances like push-pull, knee strike, tripping, obstacles (as high as
6cm) and even with hits from wooden blocks (see [2]). Moreover, this was achieved
by using extremely low power DC motors (11 W). Hence simplicity of the voltage-
based P-control on human-inspired outputs adheres closely to the philosophy that
“simplicity implies robustness”, thereby rendering our walking algorithm, and the
resulting robotic walking, efficient and robust.
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2 Formal Methods for Bipedal Robot Modeling and Control

AMBER (short for A & M Bipedal Experimental Robot) is a 2D bipedal robot with
5 links (2 calves, 2 thighs and a torso, see Fig. 2). AMBER is 61cm tall with a total
mass of 3.3kg (see Table 3b). It is made from aluminum with carbon fiber calves,
powered by 4 DC motors and controlled through LabView software by National
Instruments. The robot has point feet, and is thus underactuated at the ankle. In
addition, since this robot is built for only 2D walking, it is supported in the lateral
plane via a boom; this boom does not provide support to the robot in the sagittal
plane. This means that the torso, through which the boom supports the robot, can
freely rotate around the boom. The boom is fixed rigidly to a sliding mechanism
(see Fig. 2), which allows the boom and consequently the biped, to move its hip
front, back, up and down with minimum friction. The sliding mechanism is rested
on a pair of parallel rails.
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Fig. 2: Amber Experimental Setup. Parts marked are (1): NI cRIO, (2): Maxon DC
Motors located in the calf and the torso, (3): Encoders on boom and the joints, (4):
Contact switch at the end of the foot, (5): Boom, (6): Wiring with sheath protection,
(7): Slider for restricting the motion to the sagittal plane

Let Lc, Lt , Ltor be the lengths of the calf, thigh and torso respectively (values
are given in Fig. 3(b)) and θ = (θs f .θsk,θsh,θnsh,θnsk)

T be the angles of stance
foot (foot of the stance leg), stance knee (knee of the stance leg), stance hip, non-
stance (swing leg) hip and non-stance knee respectively. These variables form the
configuration space of the robot, QR, and are shown in Fig. 1(b). Note that every
time the swing foot hits the ground, the stance and non-stance nomenclatures are
switched in the physical biped. Formally, we represent the bipedal robot as a hybrid
system (see [3, 4] for a formal definition):

H C R = (XR,UR,SR,∆R, fR,gR), (1)
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Model Parameters
Parameter Mass Length Inertia x-axis Inertia z-axis

g mm ×103 g mm2 ×103 g mm2

Stance calf 213.79 312.27 1967.37 119.69
Stance knee 606.15 282.37 6494.94 418.37

Torso 804.83 9.97 3730.23 3577.19
Non-stance knee 606.15 282.37 6494.94 418.37
Non-stance calf 213.79 312.37 1967.37 119.69

(b)

Fig. 3: (a) shows the notations used for masses and lengths for the links. (b) contains
the masses, lengths and inertia of the 5 links of AMBER.

where XR ⊂ T QR is the domain given by the constraint hR(θ) ≥ 0, where hR is the
height of the swing foot, UR ⊂ R4 is the set of admissible controls, SR ⊂ XR is the
guard given by hR = 0, ∆R is the reset map which provides an instantaneous change
in velocity at foot strike, and ẋ = fR(x)+ gR(x)u, with x = (θ T , θ̇ T )T ∈ R10 and
u the torque input, is a control system obtained from the Lagrangian of the robot
(which includes the mass and inertia of all links, the motors and the boom [18]).
Since the robot is controlled by DC motors, we will also be interested in the control
system which includes the DC motor models which results in the control system
ẋ = fRv(x)+gRv(x)Vin with voltage, Vin, being the control input.
Human-Inspired Functions. By considering human walking data (as described in
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[3]), we discover that certain outputs (or virtual
constraints), computed from the human joint
data, display simple behavior; this core obser-
vation will be central to the design of human-
inspired controllers. With the goal of picking
outputs that elucidate the underlying structure
of walking through a low-dimensional repre-
sentation, or “virtual model,” we pick outputs
that represent the human (and bipedal robot) as
a compass-gait biped [7, 14] and the SLIP model [10]. In particular, the following
collection of outputs yields such a representation (as illustrated on the right): the
linearization of the x-position of the hip, phip, given by:

δ phip(θ) = Lc(−θs f )+Lt(−θs f −θsk), (2)

the linearization of the slope of the non-stance leg mnsl , (the tangent of the angle
between the z-axis and the line on the non-stance leg connecting the ankle and hip),
given by:

δmnsl(θ) =−θs f −θsk−θsh +θnsh +
Lc

Lc +Lt
θnsk, (3)
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Fig. 4: The black circles indicate the mean of the human output data (see [5]). The
grey shaded area indicates the standard deviation from the mean trajectory. The red
solid lines are the fits of the canonical functions to the mean human data.

the angle of the stance knee, θsk, the angle of the non-stance knee, θnsk, the angle
of the torso from vertical, θtor(θ) = θs f + θsk + θsh. It is important to note that
the linearized form of these outputs, rather than their original nonlinear form [3],
is considered to allow for simpler implementation. Inspection of these outputs, as
computed from the human data and shown in Fig. 4, reveals that they appear to
display very simple behavior. In the case of the (linearized) position of the hip, it
appears to essentially be a linear function of time:

δ pd
hip(t,v) = vhipt, (4)

The remaining outputs, (the non-stance slope δmnsl , the stance knee θsk, the non-
stance knee θnsk and the torso angle θtor) appear to act like a second order linear
system. This motivated the introduction of the canonical walking function [3, 4]:

yH(t,α) = e−α4t(α1 cos(α2t)+α3 sin(α2t))+α5. (5)

which is simply the time solution to a linear mass-spring damper system, with
α4 = ζ ωn, where ζ is the damping ratio and ωn is the natural frequency, α2 = ωd ,
where ωd = ωn

√
1−ζ 2 is the damped natural frequency, α1 = c0 and α3 = c1,

where c0,c1 are determined by the initial conditions of the system and α5 = g, where
g is the gravity related constant. Performing a least squares fit of the human output
data with these functions results in near unity correlations (see [5]); implying that
for the specific outputs chosen humans appear to act like linear mass-spring-damper
systems. This is an important conclusion because it illustrates the simplicity in be-
havior that humans display when walking.
Human-Inspired Outputs. Having obtained outputs from the inspection of human
data, the goal will be to construct a controller that drives the outputs of the robot to
the outputs of the human, ya(θ(t))→ yd(t,α), with:

yd(t,α) =


yH(t,αnsl)
yH(t,αsk)
yH(t,αnsk)
yH(t,αtor)

 , ya(θ) =


δmnsl(θ)

θsk
θnsk

θtor(θ)

 , (6)
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where yH(t,αi), i ∈ {nsl,sk,nsk, tor} is the canonical walking function (5) but with
parameters, αi specific to the output being considered. By grouping these param-
eters with the velocity of the hip, vhip, that appears in (4) results in the vector of
parameters α = (vhip,αnsl ,αsk,αnsk,αtor) ∈ R21.

In order to remove the dependence of yd(t,α), we introduce a parameterization
of time based upon the fact that the (linearized) position of the hip is accurately de-
scribed by a linear function of time. This motivates the following parameterization:

τ(θ) =
δ pR

hip(θ)−δ pR
hip(θ

+)

vhip
, (7)

where pR
hip(θ

+) is the hip-position of the robot at the beginning of a step, where θ+

is a point where the height of the non-stance foot is zero, i.e., hR(θ
+) = 0. Using

this parameterization and (6), we define the following human-inspired output:

yα(θ) = ya(θ)− yd(τ(θ),α). (8)

Human-Inspired Control. Consider again the affine control system ( fR,gR) asso-
ciated with the hybrid model of AMBER (1). The human outputs were explicitly
chosen so that the decoupling matrix, A(θ , θ̇) = LgR L fR yα(θ , θ̇) with L (Lie deriva-
tive) being nonsingular. Therefore, the human-inspired outputs are (vector) relative
degree 2 and we can define the following torque controller:

u(α,ε)(θ , θ̇) =−A−1(θ , θ̇)
(
L2

fR yα(θ , θ̇)+2εL fRyα(θ , θ̇)+ ε
2yα(θ)

)
. (9)

In other words, we can apply input/output linearization to obtain the linear system
on the human-inspired outputs: ÿα = −2ε ẏα − ε2yα . This system is exponentially
stable, implying that for ε > 0 the control law u(α,ε) drives yα → 0. More generally,
it renders the zero dynamics surface:

Zα = {(θ , θ̇) ∈ T QR : yα(θ) = 0, L fRyα(θ , θ̇) = 0} (10)

invariant and exponentially stable for the continuous dynamics. Yet this property
does not hold for the hybrid dynamics since discrete impacts in the system cause
the state to be “thrown” off of the zero dynamics surface. Therefore, the goal is to
achieve hybrid zero dynamics: ∆R(SR ∩Zα) ⊂ Zα , i.e., render the zero dynamics
surface invariant through impact. This will imply that the behavior of the robot will
be characterizable by the “virtual model” that motivated the output functions under
consideration, and will thus allow us to guarantee the existence of walking gaits.
Optimization Theorem. We now present the main theorem (originally introduced
in [3, 4, 5]) that will be used to generate the control parameters and experimen-
tally implemented on AMBER to obtain robotic walking. From the mean human
walking data, we obtain discrete times, tH [k], and discrete values for the human
output data, yH

i [k] and the canonical walking functions, yd
i (t,αi) for i ∈ Output =

{hip,nsl,sk,nsk, tor}; for example, yH
nsl [k] = yH(kT,αnsl), where T is the discrete
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time interval and k ∈ Z. We can now define the following human-data cost function:

CostHD(α) =
K

∑
k=1

∑
i∈Output

(
yH

i [k]− yd
i (t

H [k],αi)
)2

(11)

which is simply the sum of squared residuals. To determine the parameters for the
human walking functions, we need only solve the optimization problem:

α
∗ = argmin

α∈R21
CostHD(α) (12)

which yields the least squares fit of the mean human output data with the canonical
walking functions. While this provides an α∗ that yields a good fit of the human data
(see Fig. 4), these parameters will not result in robotic walking due to the differences
between the robot and a human. Therefore, the goal is to determine these parameters
which provide the best fit of the human data while simultaneously guaranteeing
stable robotic walking for AMBER 1 This motivates the following theorem:

Theorem 1. The parameters α∗ solving the constrained optimization problem:

α
∗ = argmin

α∈R21
CostHD(α) (13)

s.t y(ϑ(α)) = 0 (C1)

dyα(∆θ ϑ(α))∆
θ̇
(ϑ(α))ϑ̇(α) = 0 (C2)

dhR(ϑ(α))ϑ̇(α)< 0 (C3)
DZ(ϑ(α))< 0 (C4)
0 < ∆Z(ϑ(α))< 1 (C5)

yield hybrid zero dynamics: ∆R(SR ∩Zα∗) ⊂ Zα∗ . Moreover, there exists an ε̂ > 0
such that for all ε > ε̂ the hybrid system H

(α∗,ε)
R , obtained by applying the control

law (9) to the hybrid control system (1), has a stable periodic orbit with fixed point
(θ ∗, θ̇ ∗) ∈ SR∩Zα∗ that can be explicitly computed.

It is not possible to introduce all of the elements utilized in Theorem 1 due to
space constraints but a detailed explanation can be found in [4]. Of particular impor-
tance is the point (ϑ(α), ϑ̇(α)) ∈ SR∩Zα on the intersection of the zero dynamics

1 It is important to note that [22] also presents an optimization problem that results in the least
squares fit of human walking data subject to constraints that ensure HZD. Yet the theorem pre-
sented here is a substantial departure from the results in [22] in several important ways: [22] con-
siders human joint angles, while we consider output functions, [22] fits high degree (9th order)
polynomials to this data to create virtual constraints while we utilize the canonical walking func-
tion (which is nonlinear, and has far fewer parameters), [22] defines a configuration at the end of
the step a priori and uses these to constrain the parameters of the outputs to ensure HZD while we
define the point in terms of the parameters and allow it to change with the parameters as a result.
All of these considerations require the use of different methods and theory and, fundamentally,
changes the walking achieved.
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surface and the guard that can be explicitly computed in terms of the parameters α

(this point will later be used in additional constraints that will yield physically re-
alizable walking). In other words, the configuration and velocities at the beginning
and end of a step can change with the parameters allowing for a better translation
of the outputs to robots which have different mass and length parameters from hu-
mans. In addition, (ϑ(α), ϑ̇(α)) allows for the constraints in the optimization to
be framed only in terms of the parameters, α . For these constraints, (C1) and (C2)
(when coupled with the way (ϑ(α), ϑ̇(α)) is computed from the outputs) ensure
that the state of the robot is restricted to the zero dynamics surface even through the
impacts. (C3) ensures that the the non-stance foot intersects the guard transversally.
(C4) and (C5) imply the existence and stability of a periodic orbit in the hybrid zero
dynamics. In particular, DZ(ϑ(α)), which is a function of the energy contained in
the zero dynamics, determines the existence of a step (which in turn determines the
existence of the periodic orbit). ∆Z(ϑ(α)), gives the post impact velocity in the zero
dynamics from pre-impact velocity, and therefore (C5) indicates the stability of the
resulting periodic orbit. Finally, following from the results in [23], the existence and
stability of a periodic orbit in the hybrid zero dynamics implies the stability of a
periodic orbit in the full-order dynamics for sufficiently large ε , i.e., the end result
is a stable walking gait.
Additional Constraints. The walking that we achieve using Theorem 1 should be
physically realizable, which necessitates the additional constraints that ensure that
the resulting control parameters will experimentally result in walking with AMBER:

(C6) Foot scuff prevention: The height of the swing foot at any point of time, must be
such that it is greater than a quadratic polynomial, hR(θ)> P(θ), where P(θ) =
ax f (θ)

2 +bx f (θ)+ c with x f (θ) being the horizontal position of the swing foot
w.r.t. the stance foot and

a =− 4hmax

SL(α)2 , b =
4hmaxSL(α)

SL(α)2 , c =−
4hmaxx f (ϑ(α))x f (∆R(ϑ(α)))

SL(α)2 ,

where SL(α) = x f (ϑ(α))− x f (∆R(ϑ(α))) is the step length of the robot, com-
puted from α through ϑ(α). These constants, therefore, can be adjusted based
on the required maximum stance foot height, hmax, and step length, SL(α).

(C7) Peak torque: The maximum torque delivered by the motors is limited. There-
fore, the peak torque during a walking gait must be: max(u(α,ε)(θ , θ̇)) < umax.
Here u(α,ε) is dependent on the parameters α and ε , given in (9) and umax is the
maximum torque of the motors (for AMBER, umax = 2Nm).

(C8) Hip-Velocity: The desired hip velocity of the biped must be within reasonable
limits. Therefore, we introduce the constraint: vmin < vhip < vmax.
For AMBER, vmin = 0.1m/s, vmax = 0.6m/s.

(C9) Angular velocities of joints: The maximum angular velocities with which the
joints can turn are limited by the maximum angular velocities of the motors. The
motors used in AMBER have a maximum angular velocity of 6.5rad/s.
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3 Algorithmic Implementation and Experimental Results

The control law proposed in the previous section requires us to linearize the dynam-
ics of AMBER through model inversion, which requires exact values of masses,
inertias and dimensions of the robot. This is not only complex to implement but
realizing the control law (9) on AMBER could potentially consume both time and
resources, and achieving walking may still not be guaranteed due to a potentially in-
exact model. We, therefore, take a different approach by arguing that due to the “cor-
rect” choice of output functions—and specifically the human-inspired outputs—it is
possible to obtain walking through simple controllers that are easy to implement and
inherently more robust. Specifically, we present a proportional voltage controller on
the human-inspired outputs, and demonstrate through simulation that robotic walk-
ing is obtained on AMBER. The simplicity of this controller implies that it can be
efficiently implemented in software, and the details of this implementation are given.
Finally, experimental results are presented showing that bipedal robotic walking is
obtained with AMBER that is both efficient and robust.
Human-Inspired Voltage Control. Even if walking is obtained formally through
input/output linearization, i.e., model inversion, the controllers are often imple-
mented through PD control on the torque (see, for example, [17]). Since AMBER
is not equipped with torque sensors, we sought an alternative method for feedback
control implementation. Because AMBER is powered by DC motors, the natural
input to consider is voltage, Vin, which indirectly affects the torques acting on the
joints. Let Vnsl , Vsk, Vnsk and Vtor be the voltage input to the motors at the non-stance
hip, stance knee, non-stance knee and stance hip, respectively. Define the following
human-inspired proportional (P) voltage control law:

Vin =


Vnsl(θ)
Vsk(θ)
Vnsk(θ)
Vtor(θ)

 = −Kpyα(θ), (14)

where Kp is the constant matrix with its diagonal entries being the proportional gains
for each of the motors and its non-diagonal entries being zero since the motors
are controlled independently. This controller can be applied to the control system
ẋ = fRv(x)+ gRv(x)Vin modeling the bipedal robot in conjunction with the motors.
It can be seen that the control law (proportional control) solely depends on the gen-
eralized coordinates of robot (angles), θ , and not on the angular velocities. This
marks a drastic change from the traditional ways of computing control. Evidently,
and importantly, this avoids computation of angular velocities of the joints, which
would have been computationally expensive and inaccurate.

It is important to note that the P voltage control law (14) is equivalent to a PD
torque controller, where the derivative (D) constant is specified by the properties of
the motor:

Vin =−Kpyα(θ) = Raia +Kω ω =⇒ u(θ , θ̇) =−Kϕ R−1
a Kpyα(θ)−Kϕ R−1

a Kω θ̇
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Fig. 5: Walking gait for AMBER obtained in simulation through P-voltage control.

where Kϕ is the torque constant matrix, and Kω is the motor constant matrix. Hence,
the control being applied is, in the end, related to the conventional torque PD control
methods adopted in literature (see [9]).
Simulation Results. To obtain walking in simulation with AMBER through the
formal methods discussed in Sect. 2, we begin with the hybrid model of the robot
H C R given in (1). Applying the human-inspired controller (9) and solving the op-
timization problem in Theorem 1 subject to the additional constraints (C6)-(C9)
results in a hybrid system H

(α∗,ε)
R that provably has a stable periodic orbit, i.e., a

stable walking gait. The parameters α∗ are then used in the P-voltage control, and
the resulting closed loop system, which includes the mechanical and electrical mod-
els of AMBER is simulated. This results in a new periodic orbit (that is “near” the
periodic orbit for the human-inspired torque controller). The resulting walking that
is obtained through P-voltage control is shown in Fig. 5, along with the periodic
orbit, joint angles, torques and voltages. The torque and voltage figures show oscil-
lations. This is partly due to the application of a single order linear controller on a
higher order nonlinear system.
Experimental Setup. AMBER’s experimental set up consists of three main seg-
ments: controller, actuators and sensors. Fig. 2 shows the locations of various sen-
sors and actuators on AMBER. The Real Time (RT) processor and the FPGA in the
cRIO form the controller, the DC motors powered by the H-bridge modules form
the actuators, and the encoders connected to the joints along with contact switches
at the feet form the sensors. The RT processor is connected via ethernet to a host
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Algorithm 1 Real Time Module
Input: Amber Parameters: Calf Length(Lc), Thigh Length(Lt );
Input: Optimization Parameters: δ pR

hip(θ
+),vhip,α;

Input: Proportional Gain (Kp);
Input: θs f ,θsk,θsh,θnsh,θnsk ;
Input: L / R stance ; // Says which leg is supporting
Input: Encoder Not Working;
Input: Drive-Status;
Output: Enable Motors, Disable Motors ;
Output: PWM Duty Cycles for Voltages ;
1: Run Real Time (RT) VI;
2: Enable Motor ;
3: repeat
4: Wait till all motors are Enabled
5: until ( Drive-Status = = Enable )
6: while ( Stop-RT (or) Encoder-Error 6= 1 ) do
7: if ( (Any Joint Angle Exceeds Limits)

(or) (Encoder Not Working) ) then
8: Encoder-Error← 1;
9: else

10: Calculate τ(θ) ;
11: PWM Count1← Kp(yH(τ(θ),αnsl)−δmnsl(θ(t)));
12: PWM Count2← Kp(yH(τ(θ),αsk)−θsk(t));
13: PWM Count3← Kp(yH(τ(θ),αnsk)−θnsk(t));
14: PWM Count4← Kp(yH(τ(θ),αtor)−θtor(θ(t)));
15: if (L / R stance) then
16: VLHIP← PWM Count1;
17: VLKNEE ← PWM Count3;
18: VRHIP← PWM Count4;
19: VRKNEE ← PWM Count2;
20: else
21: VLHIP← PWM Count4;
22: VLKNEE ← PWM Count2;
23: VRHIP← PWM Count1;
24: VRKNEE ← PWM Count3;
25: end if
26: end if
27: end while
28: Disable Motor Drives;
29: Report Errors and Stop the Real Time VI;

they are compared against the simulated walking behavior with good agreement.
The similarity between the experimental and simulated behavior can be further seen
by by comparing the joint angles predicted in simulation and the joint angles seen
experimentally, as shown in Fig. 9, which are, again, good agreement.

Due to the human-inspiration for the controller design, this walking achieved by
AMBER is efficient, robust and “human-like.” The specific cost of transport (electri-
cal) for AMBER walking at 0.44 m/s is 1.88 using an average power of roughly 27
W, which is very low compared to commercial robots like Honda [8] and it also has
the least installed power to weight ratio (W/kg) among robots with no compliance
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Algorithm 2 FPGA Module
Input: Enable Motors, Disable Motors;
Input: PWM Duty Cycles for Voltages;
Output: θs f ,θsk,θsh,θnsh,θnsk ;
Output: L / R stance; // Says which leg is supporting
Output: Encoder Not Working; Drive-Status;
1: loop
2: if ( Enable Motors (or) !Disable Motors ) then
3: Enable all NI9505 DC Motors;
4: end if
5: if ( !Enable Motors (or) Disable Motors ) then
6: Disable all NI9505 DC Motors;
7: end if
8: if ( PWM Duty Cycle > 75%) then
9: PWM Duty Cycle← 75%;

10: end if
11: if ( Left Leg stance ) then
12: L / R stance← 0;
13: else if ( Right Leg stance ) then
14: L / R stance← 1;
15: end if
16: if ( Signal low for 2 periods of encoder pulse) then
17: Encoder Not Working← 1;
18: else
19: Encoder Not Working← 0;
20: end if
21: if (L / R stance ) then
22: θnsh← LHIP ANGLE ;
23: θnsk← LKNEE ANGLE ;
24: θsh← RHIP ANGLE ;
25: θsk← RKNEE ANGLE ;
26: else
27: θsh← LHIP ANGLE ;
28: θsk← LKNEE ANGLE ;
29: θnsh← RHIP ANGLE ;
30: θnsk← RKNEE ANGLE ;
31: end if
32: θs f ← θtor−θsk−θsh ;
33: end loop

as indicated in Table 1. In addition, the walking achieved with AMBER is incredi-
bly robust; with no changes to the controller, AMBER is able to successfully handle
disturbances like push-pull, hitting, tripping and even navigate over rough terrains
with ease (a video of this can be found at [3]). Finally, we can compare the outputs
observed on AMBER to the human output data from which the controller was orig-
inally derived (see 10), demonstrating that the walking is remarkably “human-like”
despite the vast differences between AMBER and a human.

Fig. 6: Controller overview with Pseudo Algorithms for RT and FPGA

PC for data logging. The Real Time processor carries out floating point operations,
while the FPGA interacts with I/O devices and provides hardware level interaction
with the actuators and the sensors. AMBER walks on a treadmill, so the treadmill
speed (resolution of 0.1 mph) is adjusted to be roughly equal to the desired average
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speed of walking (0.8 mph) and then fine-tuned by using an autotransformer. In this
manner, we can bring the speed very close to the value predicted in simulation. The
robot is then powered on and slowly lowered down to the treadmill; after a couple
of steps, the robot steadily falls into a limit cycle. The rest of this section is devoted
to explaining the implementation of control law algorithms and the experimental
results.
Implementation of Feedback Control Law. The schematic depicting the imple-
mentation of voltage based P-control on human-inspired outputs for AMBER is
presented in Fig. 6. Contact switches are used to detect the guard and initiate the
discrete dynamics for the robot. The variable, L/R Stance, is used to identify which
of the two legs is a stance leg. When the left leg is in stance phase, the watchdog in
the controller checks every 5ms for right foot strike and vice-versa. Debounce logic
is implemented, which discards any swing leg contact happening in less than 0.2s
from previous foot strike. This eliminates accidental switchings when swing leg lifts
off from the ground behind the stance leg.
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Fig. 9: Guard Detection Logic

Component Total Used
(%)

Slices 7200 39
Slice Registers 28800 20.8
Slice LUTs 28800 28.1
DSP48s 48 20.8
Block RAMs 48 0

Fig. 10: Summary of
FPGA Resources Used
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Fig. 11: Tracking Data for Angles and Voltages- Simulation v Experimental.
S:Stance, NS: Non-Stance

4 Conclusions

The objective of this paper of realizing dynamically stable walking has been
achieved using voltage based human-inspired control. This when combined with
usage of light weight materials -aluminium and carbon fiber in the construction of
robot have enabled us to use very low power actuators for all joints (11W). Sim-
plicity of the algorithmic implementation of control law also contributed to low
computation overhead there by enabling us to use a time step of 5ms for each calcu-
lation and minimal hardware (39% of FPGA resources). With no actuation at ankles,
the overall energy efficiency is enhanced, which enabled us to have the lowest in-
stalled W/kg when compared with the contemporary robots, as shown in the Section
3. While it must be pointed out that some of the robots also carry support electron-

Fig. 7: FPGA Resource Used

The pseudo-algorithms used to implement the
control law for Labview (RT and FPGA modules)
are presented in Fig. 6. It is evident from the size of
the code, that a complex task of human-like robotic
walking was achieved using not more than 100 lines
of pseudo code and minimal resources for hardware
implementation (Fig. 7) with voltage-based P con-
trol on the human-inspired outputs. This highlights
the effectiveness and simplicity of the algorithm used to implement the control law
and we claim that, this potentially is one of the reasons why the walking obtained
was robust.
Experimental Results. Implementing the algorithm in AMBER results in bipedal
robotic walking (see [1] for a video of AMBER walking and responding to external
disturbances). Walking tiles from the experiment and the simulation are shown in
Fig. 8, and are in good agreement with each other. The similarity between the ex-

Fig. 8: Experimental walking tiles of AMBER (top) compared with the walking
obtained from the simulation (bottom). See [1] for the video of AMBER walking.
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Fig. 9: Experimental vs. simulated angles over one step.
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Fig. 10: Experimental robotic output data compared to human output data.

perimental and simulated behavior can be further seen by comparing the trajectories
of the joint angles with the simulation, as shown in Fig. 9.

The human-inspired controller design has made the resulting walking efficient,
robust and “human-like”. The specific cost of transport (electrical) for AMBER
walking at 0.44 m/s is 1.88 using an average power of 27 W, which is very low
compared to commercial robots like Honda [7] and it also has the least installed
power to weight ratio (W/kg) among robots with no compliance as indicated in Ta-
ble 1. In addition, the walking achieved with AMBER is incredibly robust; with no
changes to the controller, AMBER is able to successfully handle disturbances like
push-pull, hitting, tripping and even rough terrains with ease (see video: [2]). Fi-
nally, comparison between AMBER outputs with the human data, from which the
controller was originally derived (see Fig. 10), demonstrate that the walking is re-
markably “human-like” despite the vast differences between AMBER and humans.

4 Conclusions

This paper successfully translated formal methods in human-inspired control to ef-
ficient algorithmic implementation and finally experimentally realized walking on
AMBER. Specifically, formal methods utilizing model inversion were presented that
provably result in walking; these were translated to implementable control strate-
gies through voltage-based P-control on the human-inspired outputs. The simplicity
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Power Plot Robot Compliance Value Reference
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AMBER No 13.2 44W, 3.33kg

ERNIE Yes 53.7 1 kW1, 18.6kg [23]
RABBIT No 93.2 2.98 kW2, 32kg [23]
NAO H25 V3.3 No 35.4 177W3, 5kg
DARWIN No 27.6 80W4, 2.9kg
MABEL Yes 58.6 3.28 kW5, 56kg [9]
Cornell Biped Yes 1.5 19W6, 12.7kg [7]

1 EC 45-136212 (250 W) , so for 4 motors total power:1 kW
2 RS 420J performance curves indicate 1 HP motor, for 4 motors total power: 2.98 kW
3 Type1: RE-MAX 17 (4W), Type2: RE-MAX 24 (11W). Type1 Motors on Head-2 ,

Type1 Motors on Arms -12 , Type2 Motors on Legs- 11. Total power for 25 motors:
177W

4 Specifications of Dynamixel RX-28 at 12 V has values of RE-MAX 17 motor(4W) with
1:193 gear ratio, so for 20 motor modules total power: 80 W

5 QBO5600-X0X (843.892 W)- 2 ,QBO5601-X0X(798.605 W) - 2 , so for 4 motors total
power: 3.28 KW

6 For two 9.5 Watt 6.4 oz MicroMotors, total power: 19 W

Table 1: Power to Weight Ratio (W/kg)

of the algorithmic implementation of this control law resulted in low computation
overhead thereby enabling us to use a time step of 5ms for each calculation and
minimal hardware resources (39% of the FPGA). With no feet actuation, the over-
all energy efficiency is enhanced, which enabled us to have the lowest installed
W/kg when compared with the contemporary robots, as shown in Table 1. While
it must be pointed out that some of the robots also carry support electronics and
some are meant for running (MABEL) which has resulted in them requiring higher
power; nevertheless, we claim that the proposed method of voltage-based P-control
on human-inspired outputs can result in robust walking with a very good cost of
transport. While achieving a walking gait that is very close to the natural human
walking gait, the biped is also tolerant to changes in terrain (6cm), change of tread-
mill speeds (12.5%) and even force disturbances on all of the links of the robot. It
is important to highlight that the proposed voltage-based control law is dependent
only on the configuration variables as opposed to using speed and acceleration feed-
back, which constitute the inherent simplicity and advantage of indirectly affecting
the torque produced at a joint through voltage at the motor level. The end result is
robust walking both in simulation as well as in the experiment.
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